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Introductory 
Message

Firstly, I would like  to extend a tremendous thank 

you and well done to the students for their hard work 

in producing such moving and engaging pieces 

of poetry. Of course, such terrific work is also, in no 

small part, a reflection of the wonderful support 

and inspiration offered by the fantastic teachers 

within the English and English as an Additional 

Language department: a huge thank you is owed 

to all of the teachers within these departments for 

their continued support and encouragement of our 

students. I would also like to thank our judges Ms 

Tia Court-Smith, Mr Brad Owen and Ms Chay Brown 

for their time and thoughtful consideration of the 

poems produced. I know that the students will be 

delighted to read your thoughts and feedback on 

their poems.  A final thanks is also due to Mr Tom 

Bannister, the Art department and the incredibly 

talented students whose beautiful pieces of art 

accompany the poems within this anthology.

The themes selected for the eighth annual Bangkok 

Prep Poetry Anthology are: hope, identity and 

understanding. I am sure that everyone will agree 

that these are important life values, but their 

inclusion as the focus of our anthology has a deeper 
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potency as they were selected by our students. 

That these values and ideas are important to our 

students comes as little surprise to me. Although  

I am relatively new to Bangkok Prep, I have come 

to know and recognise that the students at our 

school are driven by a desire to be the best students, 

the best citizens and, indeed, the best people they 

possibly can be. They are moral, thoughtful, caring 

and compassionate people. In each of the poems 

selected to be a part of this anthology, the students 

have explored one or more of these values and 

ideas in a manner that demonstrates that these 

are not abstract concepts to our students, but they 

are values that are at the core of who our students 

are. The accompanying artwork further showcases 

the brilliance, creativity and thoughtfulness of our 

students. 

Reading the poems within the anthology, I am 

filled with pride, but actually it is more than that I 

am filled with hope. I hope that you too will feel 

hopeful whilst and after reading this anthology. Our 

students’ collective voice, as found in this anthology,  

is representative of the future, as it is their voices 

and their ideas that will carve out the future for us 

all and, when I read this anthology and hear their 

collective voice, I am hopeful that the future forged 

by such people will be honest, compassionate, kind 

and inclusive. 

Hope, Identity and Understanding  •  05 
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Head of School’s
Message

A very warm welcome to the eighth edition of the Bangkok Prep Poetry Anthology 2020-21. The themes for this year’s 

anthology are: Hope, Identity and Understanding. In these uncertain times and with an emerging sense of the ‘new 

normal’, the themes selected by our students have a particular poignancy as they demonstrate the strength, resilience 

and creativity of our students. In a world that, currently, is subject to sudden changes and uncertainty, I am hugely 

proud of our students who on a daily basis demonstrate that they are not only able to adapt but to thrive in such 

an environment and these pieces of work are testament to that. They have thoughtfully and maturely given voice to 

these very important ideas and have produced a body of work that makes the reader feel optimistic. The poet, Emily 

Dickinson, wrote, “I dwell in possibility”, which I think reflects the power of the poetry and artwork in this anthology. Our 

students and their work are a timely reminder to look for beauty in adversity and to maintain the hope that the future 

will be filled with possibility; their poetry is a wonderful tonic to the moment of history in which we found ourselves.

There was an exceptional array of excellent poetry submitted for this edition of the Bangkok Prep Poetry Anthology, but 

out of all of the submissions only a few could be included in the final edition. Congratulations to all of the students who 

have contributed towards this anthology and I hope that you take as much pleasure in reading their contributions as I 

have: they are a wonderful representation of the hard work of our students and teachers. I would, therefore,  also like to 

take this opportunity to thank the English and English as an Additional Language Faculty for supporting and enabling 

our students to produce pieces of work that are of such a high quality. 

Duncan Stonehouse 
Head of School



Head of Secondary
School’s Message

To be in a school and work with young people gives you hope. Of 

course, we hope for the best for them and we hope to see all our 

students live a happy life and succeed. I believe they know that, but 

what may be a more surprising statement for some of our young 

people to hear is that they give us hope! Hope for the future and 

for all the generations to come. To look after yourself and have a 

positive impact on those around you is a noble and comprehensive 

goal in life. Isn’t this success? It isn’t measuring income or accolades 

but it is a measure of heart and character.

I want so much for our students but, above all, I want them to know 

themselves, love who they are and be able to share that love. To be 

able to show love and care for others, every day and in many different 

ways; it is this that makes us all part of a community and a family. 

We can (but don’t always) show love to those in our lives and, if we 

are fortunate, we may be able to show love to people we will never 

meet but can reach. Poetry and art is a way to do that. It helps us 

understand each other at a deeper level and to contribute positively 

we must start with understanding. That can forge empathy and 

respect. 

Reading all the entries this year, whether the author chose hope, 

identity or understanding, was an absolute joy. I want to thank the 

students who shared, reflected and represented themselves and 

others. Thank you also to the wonderful teachers who helped to 

guide them in doing so beautifully.

Tia Court-Smith
Head of Secondary
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Guest Judge’s 
Message

Identity, hope, and understanding shape our lives and are themes that we live and breathe, and that we continue 

to grapple with throughout our lives. So I was very impressed with the way Bangkok Prep students explored such 

mature and important themes and content in their poems. The past 18 months have been a challenging time for 

everyone around the world, and Bangkok Prep students explored these ideas and emotions with depth, compassion, 

and maturity.

I was particularly impressed with Evie’s untitled poem about hope, where she attempted to capture this intangible 

but crucial feeling in a series of metaphors. I also appreciated Guy’s poem ‘different’ both for the sentiment it 

expressed about being a stranger in a new place but also for its use of line length, spacing and font to emphasise 

and capture ideas. 

Pansupa’s poem ‘Elevator music’ was extremely clever with its use of extended metaphor and binary imagery. 

Shree’s poem ‘Authenticity’ made use of impressive style and structure to convey a sense of bitter loneliness, and I 

thought the last lines were particularly poignant and beautifully expressed.

Well done to all the contributors and congratulations to the winners.

Chay Brown



Sevda 6KP
Guest Judge’s Award

Mia 6KP
Head of Primary School’s Award

Primary Winners
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Head of
Primary School’s Award

Primary Winner
Guest Judge’s Award 

After reading the entries from our wonderful Primary 

School students, I found it hard to choose one winning 

poem from the range of excellent writing. However, 

Mia’s ‘The Arrival Poem’ really spoke to me through the 

beautiful adverbs which expressed powerful emotions. 

The poem’s pace also reflects how the family is unwilling 

to let the father go, as well as the father’s sadness of 

having to leave. I especially like the use of punctuation 

and capital letters at the end - two powerful techniques 

to add effect to the words and images in this emotion-

filled poem.

Brad Owen
Head of Primary

The primary school poems were also beautifully written 

and I was very impressed with use of structure and 

language. The adverbs were skilfully used and created 

such sensory imagery. 

I have selected this year’s winner because I thought 

it was beautifully emotive, and I particularly liked 

the ending of the poem which used line length and 

repetition to great effect. This year’s winner is Sevda 

with ‘The arrival poem’.

Chay Brown
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Cheerfully the family smiles,

Doves drifting slowly,

Peace and happiness

Clock watching sadly,

Postcards pending delivery

Desperately waiting

As the frames sit impatiently,

Package tied up gracefully,

Briefcase awaiting carefully,

The father leaves…

LOVE LASTS  ALWAYS.

The Arrival 
BY MIA 6KP

HEAD OF 
PRIMARY SCHOOL’S 
AWARD
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Swim gently swan,

As the hands tick loudly,

And the plate resting peacefully,

The teacups ring finished,

I anxiously held the frame,

Waiting for the letter to be unpacked,

With all my memories in,

My suitcase containing my suit and soul,

And so our hands touch for the last time,

And with that our love for each other lasts forever,

Until all memories turns into dust,

So,

Swim gently swan,

Swim.

The Arrival Poem
BY SEVDA 6KP

PRIMARY
GUEST JUDGE’S 
AWARD
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Andrea 8JS
Head of Secondary School’s Award

 Kiri 10JH
Head of Secondary School’s Award
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Moera 10FC
Guest Judge’s Award

Faculty Leader of English, EAL and  
Media Special Mention

Shree 13SP
Headteacher’s Award
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Head of Secondary 
School’s Award

I looked for the poems that made me think and feel 

and drew a strong response from the reader. It didn’t 

help. Every entry, every shortlisted poem that I was 

privileged to read was amazing and the standard 

was so high. Each voice I heard in these poems was 

considered, thoughtful and very different. 

Ultimately, I had to choose and so I selected a range 

of poems I felt encapsulated this year’s student 

themes of hope, identity and understanding. It is 

with great excitement that I ask you to read on and 

experience these poems and the fabulous pieces of 

art that accompany them for yourself.

Nana 12HMC 
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The sense of wonder in this poem made me feel so hopeful.

To “see” beyond the things that the human eye can appreciate is not always easy. We all have our own beliefs 

and biases but in her poem Kiri makes the prospect of a world without prejudice and bias an exciting place 

to be. 

I understand the lines “But if you can accept the different and new ideas and viewpoints, You might be able 

to see the new ‘you’. As a reminder that we can all learn from each other and grow if we listen and keep an 

open mind. 

Tia Court-Smith
Head of Secondary

Hope, Identity and Understanding  •  019 
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You don’t live the same life just because you come from 

the same country

You don’t have the same opinion because you are the 

same age or gender

Even if you come from different countries, or age, or 

gender,

You might have the same opinion, or you might not

There might be a conflict

With your friend, or family, or lover, or anyone

But if you can accept the different and new ideas and 

viewpoints,

You might be able to see the new ‘you’

We are all different, and all amazing

If we could challenge one another with our own 

uniquenesses, our everyday life might be more exciting

同じ国から来たからって同じ人生を歩むわけじゃない
同じ年だからって、同じ性別だからって同じ意見なわけじゃない

違う国から来たって、違う年齢だって、違う性別だって、
同じ意見になるかもしれないし、違うかもしれない

違う意見だからぶつかり合うかもしれない
友達でも、家族でも、恋人でも、誰でも

でもきっとその自分とは違った意見を見方を受け入れられたら
新しい自分に出会えるんじゃないかな

みんな違ってみんないい
一人一人の個性がみんなを刺激しあえたら、きっと毎日楽しいよね

The One and Only 唯一無二

 BY KIRI (10JH)

HEAD OF  
SECONDARY 
SCHOOL’S AWARD
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To contemplate our own identity can become a 

pastime or a full time job. Who am I? What do I 

believe in? Why am I here? Philosophers, students, 

teachers and parents will all have mused on these 

things I am sure. 

In ‘Simply from a complex girl’ Andrea highlights the 

conflict that can exist between how others see us, 

how we feel and who we ‘want’ to be. The emotional 

range is so impressive; I felt as though the author 

was ‘letting us in’ at the beginning then pushing 

back. She took us to a low place, out of control 

and without hope. But, we end with acceptance. 

A mature and vibrant read from the “sometimes.. 

overthinker”

Tia Court-Smith
Head of Secondary

Sasha 13RKR
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Thoughtful is a word some might describe me

However I politely disagree

I am a people pleaser 

Sometimes I can be an overthinker

I can be confident, but I’m not outgoing

Some days I’m hyper without knowing

Although ambition crushes down on me like a boulder

Negative and nice lay on my shoulders

Determined and creative is what I  wish I could be

Rebellious is what I’d like to believe

Everyday I try to fight my insecurities

And honestly I feel filled with impurities

But I’m confused

Ultimately socially bruised

That drives me to insanity

 

Simply from a complex girl
BY ANDREA 8JS

Days and days repeat on end

Overall the days start to blend

I’m a product of humanity

With my life in the hands of those I can’t see

A simple wind-up toy is what they depict of me

New beginnings and adventures don’t exist

Toxic mindfield  is another thing to check off the  list

To be honest I wish to be as caring and unique as I’ve seen

Oh a girl could only dream

Best settle for what I am now

Ending with a wholesome vow.

HEAD OF  
SECONDARY 
SCHOOL’S AWARD
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Authenticity can be defined as the quality of being 

real or true yet throughout this epic masterpiece 

Shree gives us imagery that is transient and 

changing. You feel alone when reading this and I 

loved the sense of seasons changing, life and death, 

bitterness and longing that I felt from the imagery. 

Her stylised writing is highly effective and each 

stanza is structured so exactly. 

When reading this I longed to understand more 

about the owner of the voice, their experience and 

if they ever receive that moment of epiphany. I hope 

you enjoy it and it stays with you in the same way it 

will stay with me.

Tia Court-Smith
Head of Secondary

Puma 12HMC 
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A hollowness

Of wounds so deep

Dating back to

A time of me,

When all but I

Stared at the Sun

And saw this thing -

This beautiful,

Beautiful thing.

The moon was same -

All light and hope,

Nevermind dim 

And far from home.

The trees would sway

And the birds sing,

The winds would race

And the seas bring 

Salt and air and

Wind and a peace -

The kind longed for

By you and me.

And now I lie

On dense-packed earth,

A slow decay

My only worth;

Where heat is none

Nor light a guide,

Only darkness 

My only hive.

When you my friend

Come down like me,

What will you see?

A bed of grass

Headed with stone,

I hope you know

You’re all alone.

*

can you feel

the way my Heart

bleeds?

suffice to say

i am OK

even though

there’s no way -

time persists

and shadows fade,

what is left behind

is how i am made.

when raindrops die,

so do i:

for i am the clouds

making up stories -

as i go along

my wisps are light,

and fragile,

and illusionary.

can you feel,

feel it now?

how my watch 

count down the days

until i am left open,

read over, erased.

This Life

full of wonder -

it beckons me

in cascades of shows;

showcasing,

erasing,

my tears fall 

with the first flakes of snow.

bus lights faraway 

blinking dimly

as empty street signs 

pass by 

with whispers 

of silent wind.

in times like these,

how we yearn 

for moments of 

epiphany,

search for that 

promise of 

destined clarity.

observe

in the night 

when nightlights glow 

like dying embers:

warmth penetrating 

through sullen dust

that traveled 

from castaway pictures 

to bed cloth

and illuminates 

every particle of truth 

that there is 

to our loneliness

*

my existence,

it’s authenticity -

it fades away

with teaspoons

of what i used to be..

Authenticity

BY SHREE
 13SP

HEAD OF  
SECONDARY 
SCHOOL’S AWARD
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Secondary Winner
Guest Judge’s Award

It was very difficult to judge with so many amazing 

poems, but I have been tasked to select a winner so 

that is what I had to do. In the end, I selected the 

poem which made me feel something, because 

ultimately, that is what poetry is. It is musical 

writing. The poem I have selected to win this year’s 

competition in the Secondary school was extremely 

raw and heartfelt. It was sorrowful but also captured 

a hopefulness for the future. 

I also selected this poem because it was written in 

an unusual way, as a letter and much like a dramatic 

monologue directly addressed to another character. 

The perspective of the narrator allowed the poet 

to tell a story about loss and to present family 

relationships with sensitivity and beauty. This year’s 

deserving winner is Moera with her poem ‘Darling’.

Chay Brown
Guest Judge

Frances 11NRI
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My darling 
Please forgive me

As the time we spent 
Was not enough 

No amount of time will ever be enough 
Never.

I see it all
I see you howl in pain
I see you laugh freely 

I see you write to me with a heart full of stories 
I’m there. 

Only if you saw me...

I’m here seeing you 
Learning how to fly 

With the wings 
You were gifted with 

Those wings are tender 
Give them time

Don’t force it to fly 
I know that these few years have been rough

Remember that you’re not alone 
We never are

I thought that you were always my little princess 
Who needed me

But you don’t. 

You are strong and fierce 
You have a mind full of mysteries and questions, that keep you awake at night 

You have a heart as innocent as a child 
A heart filled with love and color

A gentle smile overrunning with naughtiness 
Eyes that shine bright with fire burning behind. Always 

Life wasn’t fair for you 

Darling

BY MOERA 
(10FC)

SECONDARY 
GUEST JUDGE’S
AWARD

FACULTY LEADER 
OF ENGLISH, EAL 
AND MEDIA SPECIAL 
MENTION 
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BY MOERA 
(10FC)

Darling I wish I could change things
I stand here helpless 

I wish I could have done something. Anything. 

I left too soon. 

I have my fair share of regrets 
I have some things that I wish I taught you before it was too late,

Here are a few lessons for you, my sweet girl....

Flowers don’t force themselves to bloom in the winter, so why do you?

The moon is there even in the most dark times. 
Be that bright white guiding light for yourself and those surrounding you.

The waves come and go, 
Just like people. 

Don’t shield yourself because of fear. 
It’s okay to be vulnerable and sad when people leave. 

Stop running away from pain

Find the people who symbolise that light 
That exists in this world

There is grave danger but beauty lies here too.

I pray that one day,
you realises that crying never makes you weak 

Stop trying to bury all of your pain

Most importantly, when the sun goes down, the moon rises. 
“One will come, one will go” 

It’s life. 

You may look like me
But you are your mother’s daughter 

Never lose your boldness and courage to speak. That’s what makes you “Moera”, my love. 

Love you with every bit of my soul 
Always 
Papa
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EEMS Faculty Leader
Comment

Robert Frost wrote that “poetry is when an emotion 

has found its thought and the thought has found 

words”. 

When reading Moera’s breathtakingly beautiful and 

poignant poem, ‘Darling’, I recalled Frost’s words 

and felt that I had discovered a poem that captures 

the essence of his words and thus the essence and 

beauty of poetry. Her poem moved me profoundly 

when I read it and the power of her words stayed 

with me long after the first reading. This, for me, is 

what excellent poetry does: it stays with you. Moera, 

your poem and the beautiful way in which you 

explored such a difficult experience will stay with 

your readers forever. What a talented poet you are. 

Thank you and well done.

Faye Cox
EEMS Faculty Leader
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On sunday nights, I always ponder,

Who is inside of me?

The question takes me through many wonders,

What is my identity?

I wish I knew,  so that I could find,

If this body is mine,

It keeps me awake, but i don’t mind,

Because soon I will find the sign.

The sign that keeps me going, the sign of who I am,

Eventually I will know.

Where am I from? What have I done?

The answer is deep below.

I am unique, I am different,

Nobody else is like me,

But this doesn’t mean that I’m very distant,

It means I am who I want to be.

Yes, I can be anyone,

No matter how absurd,

Anything can be done

My identity has been heard.

Who is Inside of Me?BY TEDDIE 
7SW
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Elevator Music BY PANSUPA 
9ST

I step into the elevator

A half finished place

For passage and silence;

Save for the steady ascension

A ding sounds, as I get a glimpse to

A fully formed reality

Rotting with fresh paint;

A blur crosses the threshold

They arrive every Wednesday

At three (or was it four?)

Into the dingy gaps of space

Routinely, like clockwork

A blotch of color

Against metal sheets and status quo

Four of swords, then knight of pentacles

But then crashing down, the cobblestone tower

And again, monotony

Where were they now?

I feel not melancholy

But a deep confusion

perhaps they’re in another building

fast asleep or out in space

rushing through the valley of rock and ash

or sailing and planning and heaving

through a wine-dark sea

Committed to a stranger’s memory

Perhaps not fully, but as integral

As how the mountains split and flicker liquid flame

So the soil may breathe again

Back to the present

An empty place

For arrival and ascension

Save for the detours,

The future pausing for me.
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Hope is what I, the broken, tired, and weak,

Struggle to find.

You say you’re hopeless,

One of the broken, hated and damned,

But you’re a liar, because,

The candle that’s lit inside me

Spins and swishes while your’s,

Stays still.

And burns, bright.

There’s a storm in my mind

That howls and roars

Whilst yours is nothing

But mere rain.

So you’re not one of us,

Not the empty, afraid, and weary.

Because believe me when I tell you,

That a broken soul like mine

Found hope in your arms.

The Darkness in Light BY FAYE 9CL
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There are walls we face in life,

Inevitable.

But silently,

A vine climbs the wall.

No water or chance of

Survival.

But, without hesitation,

A vine climbs the wall.

Others might see only despair

And come to denial, 

A vine sees new hope

And embraces the darkness in the hope of light.

Others are scared to be lost

In the darkness

But a vine overcomes

And climbs over the wall of despair

To flower.

A Vine BY JIHYO 
10TD
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Despite the storms,

beauty arrives like

it was always going to.

Despite the dark,

the light will return.

Despite your loss,

your heart will be

Full filled again.

Despite the heartbreak,

your heart will feel 

Fulfilled with joy once more

Despite the anger ,

Your frown will turn

upside down 

There is always hope 
BY GUDJUNG 

10JE
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I watched her from the window, 

Noticing her comb through the knots in her Hair, 

Her painted Fingertips Indigo,

And her Cheeks Rosy Red,

Who are you?

Your hands soft and gentle,

Tracing the outline of your collarbone,

Skin, wet and dewy,

Lips, Red and Plump,

Who are you?

Untangling straps of Lace,

My eyes shied away,

Although, your Lips I wish to taste,

My faith will not be misplaced.

Who are you?

ObserverBY KYA 13NP AND 
BENYA 13MG

I, your Guardian Angel, 

Watched you wrap yourself in a fairytale, 

Refused to taint the innocence in your eyes,

My touch cold and dark.

The crease at the end of your lips,

The dimple indent on your chin,

   The angel kisses on your skin, 

Remind me I cannot sin. 

I peel myself away from you, 

I, the Man in Black, 

 Know not to stain the fabric of beauty, 

Whose wasteful, watchful eyes

Feed off your essence,

I will not be revealed.
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I step into the elevator

A half finished place

For passage and silence;

Save for the steady ascension

A ding sounds, as I get a glimpse to

A fully formed reality

Rotting with fresh paint;

A blur crosses the threshold

They arrive every Wednesday

At three (or was it four?)

Into the dingy gaps of space

Routinely, like clockwork

A blotch of color

Against metal sheets and status quo

Four of swords, then knight of pentacles

But then crashing down, the cobblestone tower

Elevator MusicBY PANSUPA 
9ST

And again, monotony

Where were they now?

I feel not melancholy

But a deep confusion

perhaps they’re in another building

fast asleep or out in space

rushing through the valley of rock and ash

or sailing and planning and heaving

through a wine-dark sea

Committed to a stranger’s memory

Perhaps not fully, but as integral

As how the mountains split and flicker liquid flame

So the soil may breathe again

Back to the present

An empty place

For arrival and ascension

Save for the detours,

The future pausing for me.
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Darkness

A dark shadow appears in a bright and vibrant street

Nothing

He had nothing.        He was no one

He was.        different.

He didn’t have a voice. He was soundless.

Gone

Clacking footsteps departed 

Dejected

“Will my life be like this?   forever?`

Sorrow overcame him    

He moved away from the bright and vibrant town.

Different BY GUY 7PK

Away        Far away

Sounds murmured in his ears

Rustles in the bushes became his only fear

A creatures fur brushed upon his leg He turned around

He steadied and awoke himself and came to realise

He was interrupted

“BARK!”

A dog came out of the shadows 

He continued walking       Onward

Gone.

The dog followed him .

He came to realise that        “I am no one here.”
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Hope is  the gleam of the sun on a winter’s day

Hope is a glint of light in the dark of night

Hope is a pool of water in a vast desert

Hope is what keeps us alive

Hope is the sweet sound of music in the dead of the night

Hope is the only person willing to fight

Hope is the only true light on a summer’s day

Hope is the only thing left alive

Understanding is the last piece of the puzzle

Understanding is when you find the place you were looking for

Hope
BY EVIE 7PK
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ความหวังมีอยู่จริง	 มันเป็นสิ่งที่ดีงาม

ทุกคนที่ระกำา	 คอยเฝ้ารอด้วยความกาม

ความสุขอันสดใส	 อยู่ในใจไม่รันทด

ความหวังอันน้อยนิด	 มันจะกลายเป็นเรื่องจริง	:)

BY THEO 7VP
AND JASMINE 7CL
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Fodbold gir dig god energi

Sparker, dribler, susser forbi

Fodbold gør dig sund og god 

Gir dig meget mere mod  

Træning med din ynglings lærer

Skaffer dig en god karrier 

Men husk at passe på min ven 

Der er ikke lang tid igen

Før du står på stadionet selv 

Og er pænt glad alligevel 

Før en kamp er alle spændte

Alle andre ting er glemte

Kun fokuset på kampen er vigtigt 

Og at alle spiller rigtigt 

Alle har fået deres taktik 

Ingen er i tvivl om deres ‘replik’

Og nu kommer første fløjt 

Alle står med ryggen højt   

Selv trænerne har humøret højt          

Nu sker det 

Der kom første fløjt, så vi sørme igang.

BY EMIL 8AS
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观风

风拂岑岭叶翩跹，
未见其形独晓寒。
若可同随乘此去，
云程发轫似青莲。

BY ALBERT 10FC
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Numbed fingers buried deep in your pockets.

Head bowed as you delicately tread the frozen paths.

Paths lined with the silhouette of darkened trees -

Whose gnarled branches are bare to the very bone of bark.

You’re a shadow passing through with the wind -

its crisp bite makes you mute.

Muted birds perch and watch your plight along the path.

A solemn partner in this dark night. This long dark night 

with its heavy clouds and endless shadows.

Behind the shadows and the clouds, heavy with their sombre burden,

A silvery thread, diaphanous as gossamer, dapples the darkness.

This is the whispered promise of a crescent that will soon grow full.

Full of light to guide us out of this dark night.

Hopes of Spring
BY MRS FAYE COX
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She says: ‘Hej, co tam?!’

Synapses sparkle, send signals

Filling the space between our brains with

Weird electric buzzing

Straight outta Twin Peaks.

I say: ‘All good! How was your day?’

And our smiles high-five each other 

in the air.

They say: ‘You’re so weird. What kind 

Of language is this?

Can you not speak properly to each other?’

Confusion.

We stare at each other.

Brain cells whirr

Trying to crack the code 

Of the accusations brewing in their eyes.

Who do you think 
you are? BY MS JUSTYNA 

WASZCZYLKO

Don’t they know that

‘Ta Dorotka, Ta Malusia’

Dances happily in our memories

Alongside ‘Jack and Jill’?

She shrugs. I wink: “Idziemy?”

A rogue synapse fires off

A loud “Let’s go!”

Because who’s to prove

We can’t live our lives

In-between tongues?

And we saunter into the heat,

On a lazy afternoon,

Feeling their disapproving stares

On our careless backs.
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Once upon a time

Lived a campsite in the woods,

The people pranced and played 

As families should.

The pools and swings

And parks and boats,

Would cast up our dreams

Of loved ones and hope.

Once upon a time 

Churches and steeples were full,

With families and blessings

Cacophonies of choirs, lethargic lulls.

A mix of laughter and brawls

A Time We Had
BY MR DAN O’SHEA

Happening in streets and rings,

A feeling of reminiscence

A union of peace and understanding.

Once upon a time

This made us who we are.

The rabbles and make-ups,

How we healed from the scars.

I want to remember

A time we roamed free,

A time before all this,

A time we had our identity.
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